BDC INTERACTIVE


Turn your normal whiteboard
interactive
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PORTABLE SOLUTION
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Wireless

BDC InterACTIVE
PRODUCT FEATURES

Product feature as follows:

















Model Number: BDC InterACTIVE
Dimension: 148mm x 148mm x 34mm
Active Area: 20~80inch
Weight: 150g
Working Way: Wired or wireless
Power Input: USB power supply ; AC100-240V,50/60 Hz( for wireless module)
Positioning Technology: Infrared and Ultrasonic
Writing Way: Electronic Pen
Response Speed: 3m/s
Positioning Accuracy: 0.1mm
Resolution Rate: Any resolution supported by the computer
Data Interface: USB1.1
Operating Temperature: 10~35?
Operating Humidity: 10~80%
Accessories: User manual, electronic pen, USB cable(5m/16ft), CD Disk, pen point
Accessories Optional: Wireless module, electronic pen

Product information:





Smart design;
Convert any smooth surface into interactive whiteboard;
Support multi-languages.
Support Windows XP;Windows 7 ;Windows 8 ; MAC OS; Linux
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BDC InterACTIVE

BDC InterACTIVE
MAIN FUNTIONS

Main Functions:












Electronic pen could simulate the mouse of computer: it can realize left button, right button, moving and hovering

function of the mouse of computer, writing on any flat surface dust-free and traceless.
Electronic pen function: Could provide many kinds of writing function, such as pen, brush pen, highlighter, magic
pen, lace pen, etc.
Geometric figure: could insert many geometric figures, such as rectangle, circle, isosceles triangle, right – angled
triangle, pentagon, Versailles curve, etc.
Standard text: could insert the standard text in the page, set the color and typeface of the text.
Replay: could replay contents of writing according to the stroke order, could replay the contents of writing on the
current page according the different speeds which is set.
Teaching tools: could provide many assistant teaching tools such as setsquare, compass, protractor, sport light, curtain, clock, rules, key board…
Office software: could support to insert and import word, ppt, excel and other office documents.
Save: could save the documents as many formats, such as ewb, bmp, tif, png, jpg, pdf, ppt, html. folder…
Multi-media file: could support to insert many multi-media files, such as video, picture, flash…
Document index and printing : could display the thumbnail of the contents in every page, support many functions
such as copy, paste, page up, page down and go to URL.
Setting and operation: could custom setting the color, width and style for the chirography, geometric figure, function
curve, texts; support many operations such as drag, rotate, enlargement, reduction, copy, paste, lock and unlock…
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